BR-D40U

- High picture quality with 3.3:1 compression and 8 bit 4:2:2 component digital recording at 50 Mbps
- Up to 2 hours (124 minutes) of uninterrupted recording
- Robust 1/2 inch cassettes
- Docks directly to JVC professional camera KY-D29U, KY-27U/BU/CU, and KY-19U
- Docks with older JVC cameras such as KY-15 and KY-25 with optional adapter.
- Docks with Sony DXC-D30, 537 and 637, Hitachi and Ikegami cameras with optional adapters.
- Two 16 bit 48 kHz PCM audio channels
- Records two cue audio tracks
- 10X picture search both directions
- Built-in SMPTE Time Code Reader/Generator with external input and output. Dual Time code recording.
- Time Code generator may be externally locked. Jam Sync seamless time code possible on edits.
- Built-in Time Date generator
- Quick review function
- Large LCD display indicates time code, modes and functions
- Analog signal outputs: composite video + audio
- Color video playback
- Phantom power supply for microphone inputs
- Heavy duty die cast chassis with ceramic rollers and center rotating head design for extremely long life
- Sapphire flanges and tape cleaner for carefree operation
- Fully menu configurable
- Automatic Editing Function (AEF) for smooth cuts
- Built-in monitor speaker and earphone jack

(Optional Accessories)
- Power system
- SA-S40U stand-alone adapter
- VC-P454B 4 meter 26-pin to 26-pin cable to camera

(Shown with optional camera head)